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Math 6: May 4 – 8  
Concept: Equations 

Review Problems 
 
1) For 𝑥𝑥 + 5 =  20, what can you do to both sides to 
find the value of 𝑥𝑥 that will make the equation true? 
 

A.  subtract 5 
 
 

B.  add 5 
 
 

C.  multiply by 5 
 
 

D.  divide by 5 
 
 

 
2) Solve the equation for 𝑚𝑚. 
 

𝑚𝑚
2 = 6 

 
 
 

 
3)  What value of 𝑛𝑛 balances the equation  

𝑛𝑛 + 7 = 16? 
 
 

A.  7 
 
 

B.  9 
  
 

C.  11 
 
 

 
4) Solve the equation by using an inverse operation. 

5𝑡𝑡 = 150 
 

 
A. 𝑡𝑡 = 5 

 
 

 
B.   𝑡𝑡 = 30 

 
 

 
5) Which equations are true when the value of 𝑥𝑥 is 3?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
 

A.  3𝑥𝑥 = 1 
 
 

B.  3𝑥𝑥 = 33 
 
 

C.  𝑥𝑥 + 7 = 10 
 
 
 

 
6) Which equation is true when the value of 𝑥𝑥 is 4? 
 
 
 
 

A. 3𝑥𝑥 = 12 
 
 

B.  𝑥𝑥 + 7 = 12 
 
 

C.  2𝑥𝑥 =  16 
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7) Solve the equation for  𝑏𝑏.

𝑏𝑏
5

= 3 

8) Solve the equation for 𝑥𝑥.

𝑥𝑥 +  5 = 15 

9) What is the value of x?

3𝑥𝑥 = 12 

A. 1

B. 3

C. 4

10) Are the following equations equivalent? Explain
your reasoning.

𝑥𝑥 − 5 = 12      𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎     12 = 𝑥𝑥 − 5 

11) Solve the equation.

𝑝𝑝 − 24 = 13 

12) Solve the equation.

7 + 𝑘𝑘 = 11 
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13) Solve each equation and match equation to the solution. Draw a line to matching solution.

Equations    Solutions 

 2𝑥𝑥 = 4 
 𝑥𝑥 = 2 

 𝑥𝑥 − 3 = 0 

 2𝑥𝑥 = 6 

 𝑥𝑥 + 8 = 10 

14) Solve each equation and match equation to the solution. Draw a line to matching solution.

Equations              Solutions 

                     

12) Which inverse operation could you use to solve the equation 6𝑥 = 42?

A. subtraction

B. division

C. addition

D. multiplication

4𝑥𝑥 = 8 𝑥𝑥 = 4 

𝑥𝑥
4

= 8 𝑥𝑥 = 32 

𝑥𝑥 − 4 = 8 
𝑥𝑥 = 2 

𝑥𝑥 + 4 = 8 𝑥𝑥 = 12 

𝑥𝑥 = 3 

15)
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Math 6: May 11 – 15  
Concept: Data Displays 

Enrichment 

Dot Plot 
A dot plot is a data display with one dot for each 
piece of data plotted above a number line. 

Histogram 
A data display in which bars are used to show 
intervals of data.  The height of the bar for each 
interval represents the number of pieces of data in the 
interval. 

Frequency Table 
Shows how many pieces of data are in each interval. 

Five Number Summary 
• Minimum: smallest number in the set
• Median: middle number in a data set

If there is an even number of values, add the
two middle values together and divide by 2.

• Lower quartile: data set before median
• Upper quartile: data set above the median
• Maximum: greatest number in a data set

Box Plot 
A data display that represents numerical data based 
on the five-number summary. 
The box contains 50% of the data in the set. 
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Examples: 
Dot Plot 
Make a dot plot with the following data set:  

Hours we Spent doing Homework this Week   
• 5 students said 1 hour
• 8 students said 2 hours
• 3 students said 3 hours
• 4 students said 4 hours
• 4 students said 5 hours
• 1 student said 6 hours

Histogram 
Make a histogram with the folloing data set: 

Hours we Spent doing Homework this Week   
• 5 students said 1 hour
• 8 students said 2 hours
• 3 students said 3 hours
• 4 students said 4 hours
• 4 students said 5 hours
• 1 student said 6 hours
•

1) put data in a frequency chart
2) draw a bar graph for each data set in an interval

All dot plots should have: 

A title 

A number line labeled with an appropriate scale 

Dots that represent the data plotted on the number line 

All histograms have: 

• A title
• A horizontal axis that shows intervals of data
• A vertical axis that shows frequency of data
• Intervals of the same size, no gaps or overlaps
• Titles for both axes
• Data shown in bars that touch one another
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Five Number Summary 
   

5, 2, 19, 22, 2, 8, 23, 28, 14, 11, 8, 14, 8, 8, 7 

1) order the data and find the minimum (smallest number): 2

2) find the median or middle number: 8

3) find the median of numbers below the median: 7

4) find the median of the number above the median: 19

5) find the maximum (biggest number): 28
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Practice Problems: 

1) Create a frequency table using Number of words in
book titles
               2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 13 

# words in title frequency 

1-3

4-6

7-10

11-13

2) Create a dot plot for Hours Slept.

             7, 7, 7, 6, 7, 7, 5, 7, 7, 7, 6, 8, 7, 8, 8 

3) The dot plot shows the high temperatures in a
certain city for one month.

There were ________ days in this month. 

On how many days did the high temperature of 87° 
occur? ______________ 

On how many days did the high temperature of 86° 
occur? ______________ 

4) Using the numbers in the table, determine the 5-
number summary.

Minumum: 

Lower Quartile: 

Median: 

Upper Quartile: 

Maximum: 
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5) Create a histogram for Money Spent.

6) Determine the 5-number summary. 

Minimum: 

Lower Quartile: 

Median: 

Upper Quartile: 

Maximum: 
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